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In order to classify groups, P. Hall introduced in 1939 the concept of isoclinism. As a matter 
of fact he provided amore general notion called n-isoclinism, which divides the class of all groups 
into families. This paper deals with the internal structure of these families. 
1. Introduction 
One of the most classical notions playing a fundamental role in classifying roups 
is the notion of isomorphism between groups. However in many cases this notion 
is too strong. For instance in the case of finite groups one would like to consider 
the abelian groups being classified as a whole. With these ideas in mind P. Hall in 
1939 introduced the concept of isoclinism (cf. [6]). This is an equivalence relation 
on the class of all groups, which is weaker than isomorphism and such that all 
abelian groups fall into one equivalence class, namely they are equivalent to the 
trivial group. Roughly speaking two groups are isoclinic if and only if there exists 
an isomorphism between their central quotients which induces an isomorphism be- 
tween their commutator subgroups. 
Much is known about properties of groups being invariant under isoclinism. 
For instance, it is proved in [4] that, restricting ourselves to finite groups, we 
have the following hierarchy of classes of groups, invariant under isocl.inism: 
abelian < nilpotent < supersolvable < strongly-monomial < monomial < solvable. Se- 
veral authors demonstrated the usefulness of isoclinism in classifying roups of 
prime-power order (cf. [5] and [10]). 
Later Hall generalized the notion of isoclinism to that of isologism, which is in 
fact isoclinism with respect o a certain variety of groups (cf. [7]). If one takes the 
variety of all the trivial groups, one gets the notion of isomorphism back. The 
variety of all abelian groups yields isoclinism. 
In this paper we will consider the variety of all nilpotent groups of class at most 
n (n a non-negative intoger). In that way the concept of n-isoclinism arises, see 3.3 
for the actual definition. Many, but not all of the results known for isoclinism, carry 
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over to n-isoclinism if n > 1. For instance, monomiality is not a class invariant for 
n-isoclinism if n > 1. The paradigm counterexample on this phenomenon is to be 
found in [ 15, p. 163-164]. 
This paper is organized as follows. 
In Section 2 some preliminaries are given, as well as some conventions and defini- 
tions. In general the notation is standard, following [8,9,14]. Groups are not 
necessarily finite. 
In Section 3 the notion of n-homoclinism is introduced from which the concept 
of n-isoclinism follows naturally. Some consequences are given. 
A well-known result of P.M. Weichsel states that two isoclinic groups GI and G 2 
have a common isoclinic ancestor G, i.e., G1 and G2 occur as factor groups of G, 
whereas G, GI and G2 are isoclinic to each other. In [3] it was proved that such a 
construction can be performed in the n-isoclinic case too, for any n >_ 1. We prove 
here, in Section 4, that any two isoclinic groups GI and G2 have a common 
isoclinic descendant G, i.e., Gl and G 2 can be embedded in G, while G, GI and G 2 
are isoclinic to each other. However, it is not clear how to generalize that construc- 
tion for n-isoclinic groups for n--_2. 
An n-isoclinism between two groups yields certain m-isoclinisms for the cor- 
responding lower commutator subgroups and for the corresponding upper central 
factor groups. This is proved in Section 5. 
It was Hall, see [6], who proved that each isoclinism class contains so called 
stemgroups, i.e., groups with the property that their center is contained in their 
commutator subgroup. In Section 6 it is our aim to construct so called n-stemgroups 
for any n_  1, in a given n-isoclinism class. Our definition of n-stemgroup turns out 
to be a fairly good generalization of the notion of stemgroup (= 1-stemgroup). We 
shall prove (see 6.5) that if an n-isoclinism class ~ contains at least one finitely 
generated group G with finite (n + 1)-st lower commutator subgroup 7n+ l(G), the 
n-stemgroups S in ~' are precisely the groups S whose centers are contained in 
~'n(S) and additionally ~'n(S) is finite and 17n(S) I = min{lYn(G)l:G ~ ~}. 
In the last Section 7 some results of S.C. King, proved for the isoclinic case, are 
generalized to the n-isoclinic ase. A characterization f groups being n-isoclinic to 
a finite group is given. 
In a future paper we shall generalize some of the results dealing with n-isoclinism 
to isologism. 
2. Conventions, definitions and preliminaries 
If G is a group, H<_ G means that His a subgroup of G. I fNis a normal subgroup 
of G, we write N~_ G. We use freely the bar notation for denoting a coset with a 
given representative: ~= xN, if x ~ G and N_~ G. There will be no confusion in using 
this convention. We write K char G, if K is a characteristic subgroup of G. 
The Frattini subgroup of a group G is defined to be the intersection of all the 
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maximal subgroups of G. This characteristic subgroup of G is written: ¢,(G). The 
subgroup generated by all the minimal normal subgroups of a group G is called the 
socle of G. 
Throughout n will denote a non-negative integer. 
Let G be a group and let Xl, x2, x3,.., be elements of G. We define the com- 
mutator o f  Xl and x2 by 
[XI, X2] = X l l  X21XI X2 . 
A simple commutator o f  weight n + 1 is defined recursively by the rule 
[Xl' " " '  Xn+l]  : [[XI, " ' ,  Xn], Xn + 1], 
where by convention [xl] = xl. 
IfH<_G, then [H, G] =([h,g] : heH,  ge  G). More generally we define [H, n+ 1G] = 
[[H, nG],G], where by convention [H, oG]=H. Note that [H,n+lG] is a normal 
subgroup of G. Now let n_> 1. 
The lower central series of G is the series 
G:  ~'i (G) ~_. Y2(G) -> )'3 (G) -->'" 
defined by Yn+ 1(G) = [Yn(G), G]. Observe that Y2(G) is the commutator subgroup 
of G. It is well-known that Yn+I(G) is generated by the simple commutators of 
weight n+ 1 (cf. [8, III, Hilfssatz 1.11]). 
The upper central series of G is the series 
1 =~o(G)<(I(G)<~2(G)< ... 
defined by (n(G) / fn- l (G)= center of G/(n_ l(G). Note that (I(G) is the center of 
G. We write (1(G)= ((G). Notice that if ge  G, then gefn(G)  if and only if for all 
Xl, ..., Xn ~ G we have [g, x l , . . . ,  Xn] = 1. This follows immediately from the defini- 
tion of the upper central series. 
With respect o the variety of all nilpotent groups of class at most n, (n(G) is 
precisely the marginal subgroup of G and Yn+ l(G) the verbal subgroup of G (see 
[7] and also [1, IV, 7.6]). From this it follows that there exists a well-defined map 
y(n, G) : G/~n(G) x ... × G/•(G) ~ Yn + l(G) 
k ) 
Y 
n + 1 factors 
given by 
y(n, G)((xl(n(G), ..., xn+ l(n(G)))= [Xl, ...,Xn+ 1]" 
Finally recall that [Yn(G), (n(G)] = 1 (cf. [8, III, Hauptsatz 2.11]). 
2.1. Lemma. Let G and H be groups and N <_ G. Then for  any integers i > 1, j >_ 1, 
k > 0 and 1 > 0 the following hold. 
(a) Yi(Yy(G)) <- Yu(G). 
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Co) ~i(G/N) = Yi(G)N/N. 
(C))ti(GXI-I)=Yi(G)xYi(H). 
(d) 
(e) ~k(G/N)>_~k(G)N/N. 
(f) (k(G XH)=(k(G)  X (k(H). 
Proof. See [8, III, Section 2] and [14, 5.1.11]. 
2.2. Lemma. Let G be a group, H<_ G, N<_ G such that G = HN. Then for all n > O, 
Yn+ = Yn+ (H)[N, 
Proof. See [8, III, Hilfssatz 15.2]. 
2.3. Theorem. Let G be a group, H<_ G and N <_ G. 
(a) (D.H. McLain) I f  G=HY2(G), then for all n>_O, G=HYn+I(G). 
Co) (K.A. Hirsch) I f  NCI((G)= 1, then for all n>_ 1, NN(n(G)= 1. 
Proof. From 2.2 it follows that if G=HYn+I(G ) for some n>__0, then y2(G) = 
72(H)Yn+2(G). Hence G=H)'2(G)=H72(H)Yn+2(G)=HTn+2(G). So (a) follows 
inductively. 
Let xeNN(n+l (G)  for some n_> 1. Let ge  G. Then [g,x] ~NN(n(G).  By induc- 
tion we can assume that NN(n(G)= 1. That is, [g,x] = 1. We conclude that 
xc( (G) .  Hence x~NN((G)= 1, so x= 1. This proves Co). This proves 2.3. 
2.4. Lemma. Let G be a group, H<<_G such that G=H(n(G), n>_O. 
following properties hold. 
(a) Yn+l(G)=Yn+l(H). 
Co) ~n(H)=HCI~(G). 
(c) Yn+ I(G)N~n(G)= Yn+ I(H)N~n(H) •
Then the 
Proof. (a) This is obvious as ~n(G) is marginal in G. One can also use 2.2 to derive 
the result. 
CO) As HN~n(G)<_~n(H), it suffices to show that ~n(H)<-~n(G). So let h ~ ~n(H) 
and xi=hszi with hi¢H, z i~n(G)  and l <i<_n. Then 
[h, xl, ..., Xn] = [h, hlZl, ..., hnzn] = [h, hi, . . . ,  hn] = 1. 
We conclude that h ~ ~n(G). 
(c) This is immediate from (a) and (b). This proves 2.4. 
2.5. Lemma. Let G be a group, N<_ G such that NN Yn + 1 (G) = 1, n >_ 1. Then the 
following properties hold. 
(a) NNyn+l_i(G)<-(i(G) for all ie {0,...,n}. 
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(b) N<~n(G) and (,(G/N)=~n(G)/N. 
(c) N<_ Co(7n(G)) and CO/N(Yn(G/N)) = CG(yn(G))/N. 
Proof.  (a) As the case i = 0 is trivially true, we may assume that the statement is true 
for all indices in the set {0, ..., i -1} .  Then 
[NN Yn+ 1-i(G), G] <_ [Yn+ l -i(G), G] N [N, G] 
< yn+2_ i (G) f ' )N<( i _  l(G), 
whence it holds that NClYn+l_i(G)<-(i(G). Thus (a) follows by induction on i. 
(b) It follows from (a) by taking i=n, that N<-(n(G). Hence by 2.1(e) we 
have (n(G/N)>-(n(G)N/N=(n(G)/N. Conversely, let ge(n(G/N) .  Then for all 
xl,..., x,, e G/Nwe have [g, gl, .--, xn] = i. Hence for all xl, ..., Xn e G, [g, xl, ..., xn] e 
NNyn+I(G)=I .  So ge(n(G ). So (n(G/N)<-(n(G)/N. 
(c) By (b) we have [N, r,,(G)] <_ [},,,(G), r,,(G)] = I, so N centralizes y,(G). 
Moreover Yn(G/N) = 7n(G)N/N by 2. l(b). Hence CoO,,,(G))/N<_ CO/N(y,,(G/N)). 
Conversely, let g e Com(yn(G/N)). Then, as yn(G/N) is generated by simple com- 
mutators of weight n, for all )~l, ---, Xn e G/N we have [gl, ..-, gn, g] = i Hence for 
all xl, ..., xn e G we have [xl, ..., xn, g] e NCI Yn + l (G) = 1. So g e Co (Yn(G)). This 
shows Com(7,,(G/N)) <Co(y,,(G))/N. This proves 2.5. 
The following generalizes a well-known theorem of Gaschiitz. 
2.6. Proposition. Let G be a group. Then for all n > O, 
7,+ I(G) N (n(G) <_ ¢~(G). 
Proof. Let M be a maximal subgroup of G. Then either (n(G)<M or G =M(n(G). 
It follows from 2.4(a) that y,+1(G)N(n(G)<_M. This proves 2.6. 
2.7. Theorem (R. Baer). Let G be a group and n >_ O. 
I f  G/(n(G ) is finite, then yn+l(G) is finite. 
Proof. For n= 1, this is a well-known result of Schur. For n> 1, see [4, 14.5.1]. 
2.8. Corollary. Let G be a group and n >_ 1. 
I f  G/(n(G) is finite, then Yn(G/((G)) is finite. 
Proof.  Observe that G/(n(G)=(G/((G))/((n_I(G/((G))) by 2.1(d). Hence apply 
2.7 to the group G/((G). This proves 2.8. 
2.9. Theorem (I.D. MacDonald). Let G be a group and n > 1. 
I f  Yn(G/((G)) is finite, then 7n+ l(G) is finite. 
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Proof. For n = 1, this is a special case of 2.7. For n> 1, see [13, Theorem 1]. 
The following result is a case where the above theorems coincide. 
2.10. Theorem. Let G be a finitely generated group and n >_ 1. Then the following 
are equivalent. 
(a) GI(,(G) is finite. 
(b) 7n(GI((G)) is finite. 
(C) Yn+ 1(G) is finite. 
Proof. (c)=(b). Let G=(gl,...,gt). Clearly ((G)= ~=, Cc(gj). Now define maps 
for j -  l,...,t 
fj : Cc(Yn+ l(G))r)Yn(G)-'Yn+ l(G) by fj(x)= [x, gj]. 
Then each ~ is a homomorphism and ker(J)) = CG (gj) f3 Co (Yn + I (G)) t3 Yn(G)" 
Write ker(J))=K/. As yn+l(G) is finite, we have ICc(Yn+1(G))nYn(G):K:I is 
finite for all j=  1, ..., t. Now ~=~ Kj = ((G)NYn(G). Hence by Poincar6's lemma 
(cf. [14, 1.3.12]) we conclude that 
is finite. 
But yn(G)/(C~(yn+l(G))t'lyn(G)) canbe embedded in Aut(Yn+ I(G)). Hence also 
I y,,(o): cGfr.+,to))nr,,tG)l is finite. 
Combining the last two indices we see that Yn(G)/(((G)Nyn(G))=Yn(G/~(G)) is a 
finite group. 
(b) = (a). G/((G) is again finitely generated, so apply (c) = (b). Then it follows that 
Yn_l(G/~2(G)) is finite. Now use induction to get G/~n(G) finite. 
(a)=(c). This follows from 2.7. This proves 2.10. 
3. n-Homodinism 
3.1. Definition. Let n_>0 and let G and H be groups. An n-homoclinismfrom G
to H is a pair of homomorphisms (a,B) with a:G/(n(G)-~H/(n(H) and 
fl : Yn+ l(G)-~Yn+ l(H) such that the following diagram is commutative: 
G/~n(G)  X "" X G/~n(G)  
I~n+l I 
~(n, 6) 
~n,H) 
' 7n+l(G) 
1' 
' Yn+I(H) 
Observe that this notion generalizes the notion of  homomorphism. In fact, if n = O, 
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then the above definition forces a =fl, so 0-homoclinisms are exactly homomor- 
phisms. For homomorphisms kernels and images can be defined. The following pro- 
position shows how we are able to generalize these notions for n-homoclinisms. 
3.2. Proposition. Let (a, fl) be an n-homoclinism from G to H. Then the following 
hold. 
(a) I f  a is surjective, then fl is surjective. 
(b) I f  fl is injective, then a is injective. 
Proof. (a) Take Y eYn+I(H). Without loss of generality we assume that 
y = [hi,..., hn + 1 ] for some hi e H, i = 1,..., n + 1. As a is surjective, we can choose 
gi~G with ot(gi(n(G))=hifn(H ) for i= 1 , . . . ,n+ 1. Since [gl, .-.,gn+l] ~Yn+I(G), 
the definition of n-homoclinism yields fl([gl,-.. ,g,+ 1])=Y. 
(b) Let g ~ G with t~(g~n(G)) = ~n(H). Let Xl,.. . ,  Xn ~ G arbitrary and choose Yi 
a(xi~n(G)) for i = 1, .. . ,  n. Let h ~ a(g~n(G)). So h ~ ~n(H). Hence #([g, xl, ..., x,]) = 
[h, Yl, ... ,Y,] = 1. As fl is injective, it follows that [g, Xl, ..., x,] = 1. We conclude 
that g~ ~n(G). So g~n(G)=~n(G) and ct is injective. This proves 3.2. 
3.3. Definition. Let (a, fl) be an n-homoclinism from G to H. Then the kernel o f  
(a, fl), ker(a, fl), is defined by ker(a, #) = ker(fl) and the image o f  (a, ~), ira(a,/~), is 
defined by im(a,/~) = V, where V is the subgroup of H containing (n(H) given by 
a[G/f,(G)] = V/( , (H) .  We say that G and Hare  n-isoclinic, if a and l /are isomor- 
phisms. In that case we write: G-H.  And we say that the pair (a,,6) is an n- 
n 
isoclinism between G and H. 
3.4. Corollary. Let (a, fl) be an n-homoclinism from G to H. Then (a, fl) is an n- 
isoclinism between G and H i f  and only i f  a is surjective and fl is injective. 
Observe that the notion of n-isoclinism yields an equivalence relation on the class 
of all groups, which becomes more and more weak as n increases. An equivalence 
class is called an n-isoclinism family. The set of all nilpotent groups of class at most 
n forms a single family for those groups are n-isoclinic to the trivial group. It is not 
difficult to deduce from the definition that an n-isoclinism induces an (n+ 1)- 
isoclinism. 
For elementary properties of n-isoclinisms we refer to [3]. Notably we need the 
following lemma very often. 
3.5. Lemma. Let G be a group, H<_ G, N <_ G and n >_ O. Then 
(a) H-H(n(G) .  In particular, i f  G=H(n(G), then G-H.  
n n 
Conversely, i f  G/(n(G) is finite and GvH,  then G=H(n(G ). 
(b) G/N-G/ (NNyn+I (G) ) .  In particular, i f  NNYn+l (G)=l ,  then G-G/N .  
n l l  
Conversely, i f  Yn + l (G) is f inite and G ~ G/N, then NN Yn + 1 (G) = 1. 
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Proof. See [3, Lemma 1.3]. 
3.6. Proposition. Let G be a group, H<_ G and N <_ G. 
(a) I f  M<_ G and NNYn+I(G)= 1, then GnG/(MNN) .  
(b) I f  NNYn+~(G)= I, then HN/N-H.  
n 
(c) I f  G=H~n(G), then HN/N~G/N.  
(d) I f  K<G and G=H~n(G), then Gn (H,K). 
Proof. (a) 1 and MnN<_G. Then use 3.5(b). 
(b) As HN/N- -H/ (HNN)  and Yn+l(H)N(Hf3N)<Nf33'n+l(G)= 1, it follows 
that H/(HNN) ~H by applying 3.5(b). 
(c) Here G=H~n(G) implies G/N=HN/N. ~n(G)N/N. As by 2.1(e) ~n(G)N/N<- 
~n(G/N), we can use 3.5(a) again. 
(d) Since (H, K)<<_H, it follows that G = ~n(G)(H, K). So 3.5(a) proves the asser- 
tion. This proves 3.6. 
3.7. Proposition. Let G be a finite group, H<_ G and N<_ G. Then 
(a) GnH if and only if G/~n(G)=H/~(H). 
(13) G n G/N if and only if Yn + 1 (G) = 7n + I(G/N). 
Hn 1 
Proof. (a) The 'only if' part is trivial. If G/(n(G)=H/(n(H), this forces 
G=H(n(G). Hence the 'if' part follows by 3.5(a). 
(b) As yn+I(G/N)=Yn+I(G)N/N=Yn+I(G)/(NNYn+I(G)), the assertion 
yn+I(G)=Yn+1(G/N) is equivalent o NNYn+I(G)=I. NOW apply 3.5(b). This 
proves 3.7. 
3.8. Lemma. Let (a,B) be an n-homoclinism from G to H. Let x ~ )'n+l(G). Then 
the following hold. 
(a) = 
Co) I f  g ~ G and h ~ a(g(.(G)), then B(x g) = B(x) h. 
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(In case (b) we say that fl is an operator-homomorphism.) 
Proof .  (a) Without loss of generality we may assume that x= [gl, ..., gn+ 1] for 
some gi E G, i = 1,..., n + 1. Now let h i • a(gi(n(G)). As a is a homomorphism, we 
have 
a(2) = [(~(gl), "", O~(gn +I)] = [~I, "",/~n + I] = [hl, "", hn + I]~n(H)- 
By definition fl([gl, .--,gn+ I]) = [h,, ..., hn+ I]. Hence ct(2) =fl(x). 
(b) Again without loss of generality x=[gl,...,gn+l] for some gieG, 
i=l,.. . ,n+ I. Then xg=[g~,...,g~+,]. Now let hiea(gi~n(G)) and observe that 
h~ea(g~(n(G)), for a is a homomorphism. Hence by definition we get ~(xg) = 
[h h, ..., h~ + l] = [h,, ..., hn +, ] h = B(x)h. This proves 3.8. 
The next theorem generalizes the First Isomorphism Theorem for groups. 
3.9. Theorem (First n-Isoclinism Theorem). Let (a, fl) be an n-homoclinism from G 
to H. Then 
(a) ker(a, B) is a normal subgroup of  G. 
(b) G/ker(a, fl) ~. im(a,//). 
Proof. (a) Let g • G and x•  ker(fl). Choose h • a(g(n(G)). Now as B is an operator- 
homomorphism by 3.8(b), we have fl(xg)=fl(x)h= lh= 1. Hence xg•ker(B) and 
ker(fl) _< G. 
(b) Let (n(G/ker(fl))=U/ker(fl), so that U<_G and 
a[G/(n(G)]=V/G(H), then clearly (n(H)<_(n(V) and by 
Yn + 1 (V). NOW we have 
G/ker(fl)/(~ ( G/ker(B)) = (G/ker(fl))/(U/ker(fl)) 
Then a induces the following map 
-- G /U= ( G/(n(G ))/( U/(n(G )). 
defined by 
a*: G/(n(G )'+ ( V/(n(H))/((n( V)/(,~(H)) 
a*(g(.(G)) = e(g( . (G) ) .  (G(V)/G(H)). 
U>_(n(G)ker(B). If 
definition im(fl) = 
One easily checks that a* is a surjective homomorphism with ker(a*)= U/(,,(G). 
Hence by the First Isomorphism Theorem (G/(,,(G))/(U/(n(G))-- V/(n(V). Finally 
let f l*:Yn+l(G/ker(fl))~yn+l(V ) be the canonical map induced by B. In fact 
Yn+ l(G/ker(fl))= Yn+ 1 (G)/ker(fl)--im(,fl). Now (a* ]~*) is the desired n-isoclinism 
between G/ker(a,/~) and im(a, ]/). This proves 3.9. 
In the sequel we use the property that if f :  G~H is a homomorphism, then 
f[(n(G)]<-(n(H ) and f[Yn+l(G)]<-yn+1(H). 
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3.10. Theorem. Let  f :  G - ,H  be a homomorphism and define the maps 
a:  G / (n (G) 'H / (n (H)  by a(g(~(G))=f(g)(~(H) 
and 
~:)~n+l(G)"+~n+l(H) by ~([gl,...,gn+1])=if(gl),...,f(gn+l)], 
fo r  all g, gl, "",gn+l eG.  Then the fol lowing hold. 
(a) (tt, B)/s an n-homoclinism f rom G to H. 
(b) G/ker(f) ~- G/ker(a, fl). 
(c) im(f) n im(~ ]/). 
Proof. (a) Trivial. 
(b) Observe that ker(fl)= ker(f)Nyn+ I(G). Hence the assertion follows from 
3.5(b). 
(c) Observe that im(a,//) = im(f ) (n(H) .  Hence the assertion follows from 3.5(a). 
This proves 3.10. 
3.11. Lemma. Let G and H be groups with A <_G, A<-(n(G), B<_H, B<_~n(H ).
Let a:  G /A  -~ H/B  and fl : Yn + 1 (G) ~ }'n + l (H) be isomorphisms such that whenever 
gi e G, hi ~ tz(giA ) with i= l , . . . ,n+ 1, the equality fl(Lgl , . . . , gn + l ]) = [h l , ... , hn + l ] 
holds. Then G-  H. 
n 
Proof. We have to show that a induces an isomorphism from G/(n(G) onto 
H/(n(H) .  Since G/(n(G)=(G/A) / ( (n (G) /A)  and H/ (n (H)=(H/B) / ( (n (H) /B) ,  it 
is sufficient o show that a[(n(G)/A] = (n(H)/B.  So let g ~ (n(G) and let h ~ a(gA). 
Take h l, . . . ,hn~H and giet~- l (h iB) ,  i= 1, . . . ,n.  Note that for all i, h ih~a(gigA)  
as a is a homomorphism. Now 
[hi, ..., hih, ... , hn] - fl([gl, ... , gig,..., gn]) 
~- f l([gl,  " " )g i ,  ' ' o  , gn] )  -" [hl,  " " ,  h i , " . ,  hn]. 
Hence we conclude that h is marginal, that is h ~ (n(H). It follows that a[(,,(G)/A] < 
(, , (H)/B. Similar arguments hold for a -1, yielding a[( , , (G)/A]>(, , (H) /B.  This 
proves 3.11. 
Following P. Hall (cf. [6]) we call any quantity depending on a variable group 
and which is the same for any two groups of the same n-isoclinism class a fami ly 
invariant. Thus if we do not distinguish between isomorphic groups, we may say 
that the (n + 1)-st commutator subgroup and the n-th central quotient group are 
family invariants. The following diagram illustrates ome family invariant factors, 
denoted by double lines. 
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G 
G)~n(G) 
Yn+'(G)~~ (n(G) 
I ~+~(G)N(n(G) 
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There are more family invariants to be shown in the next theorem. 
3.12. Theorem. Let G and H be groups and suppose there exists an n-isoclinism 
(a, fl) between G and H. 
(a) For all i>0:  a[Yi+ I(G)f~(G)/(n(G)I=Yi+ I (H)(n(H)/ (n(H)  • 
(b) For all i>0:  fl[Yn+ l (G) f ) ( i (G) ]  = Yn+ l (H)N( i (H) .  
Proof. (a) As Yi+l(G) is generated by simple commutators of weight i+ 1, it suf- 
fices to show that a([gl, . . . ,  gi+ l](n(G)) E yi+ I (H)(n(H)/ (n(H)  for all gl,-. . ,  gi+ 1 E 
G. Since [gl,---,gi+l](n(G) =[glen( G)' "",gi+l(n(G)] and a is a homomorphism, 
we get 
a([gl , ... , gi + l]~n(G)) = [a(gl ~,(G )), ..., a(gi + 1 ~n(G))] e (/+ I (H/~,(H)).  
By 2.1(b), yi+I(H/(n(H))=yi+~(H)(n(H)/ (n(H) ,  so we now have proved that 
a[yi+ I (G)(n(G)/(n(G)I  < Yi+ I (H) ( , (H) / (n(H) .  The reverse inclusion follows from 
a similar argument applied to a -1. This proves (a). 
(b) We apply induction on i, the case i = 0 being trivial. So let us assume the asser- 
tion has been proved for all non-negative integers smaller than i. Let 
x e y, + I (G) N (i (G). Now fl(x) e Yn + l (H) by definition. So choose h e H arbitrarily. 
Take g • G with g • ct-1 (h(n (H)), that is h • ot(g(n(G)). Now [/~(x), h] =/~(x- 1 )l~(x)h = 
fl(x-l)fl(xg)=fl([x,g]), where we used that fl is an operator-homomorphism. As 
x • (i(G), it follows that Ix, g] • (i- 1 (G) O Yn + l (G). Hence by the induction hypo- 
thesis we have that/~([x, g]) • (i- I(H) tq yn + I(H), so [fl(x), h] • (i- 1 (H). It follows 
that f l (x )•( i (H) .  We conclude that f l [yn+l(G)Nfi(G)]<-Yn+l(H)f)( i (H).  The 
reverse inclusion follows by applying the above argument to fl-1. This proves (b). 
This completes the proof of 3.12. 
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4. A dual to a theorem of Weichsel 
The following theorem was proved in the case n = 1 by P.M. Weichsel in 1963 (cf. 
[16]). Later, in 1976, J.C. Bioch proved it for arbitrary n. 
4.1. Theorem (J.C. Bioch-P.M. Weichsel). Let GI and G 2 be groups. Then G1 ~ G2 
if and only if there exists a group G containing normal subgroups NI and N 2, such 
that 
G1 = G/N1, G 2 = G/N 2 and G ln  G-n G2" 
Proof. See [3, Theorem 1.4]. 
We emphasize that in the above theorem G~ and G2 do not need to be finite, as 
stated in [3]. In fact G is a fibre product of G1 and (72 within the category of all 
groups. Hence G is finite if and only if G~ and (72 are finite. It has turned out that 
4.1 is very useful in studying family invariants. For instance Bioch found an elegant 
short proof of the family invariance of monomiality in case of finite groups, see 
[3] and also [4]. In Section 5 we will give other and new applications of 4.1. 
The following theorem may be regarded as a kind of dual to 4.1 when n = 1. 
Together with [2, Lemma II.2.2] it yields another proof of monomiality being a 
family invariant. We do not know whether an analog to 4.2 exists for any n > 1. 
4.2. Theorem. Let G1 and G 2 be groups. Then Gl T G2 i f  and only if there exists a 
group G with subgroups Hj and 1-I2, such that 
GI "- HI, G2 = H2 and Gl T G T G2" 
Proof. The 'if '  part is trivial. So assume that Gl T G2, say (~, fl) is a 1-isoclinism 
between G 1 and G2. Now GI/((GI)=G2/((G2)=Inn(G2) and Inn(G2)_<Aut(G2). 
Hence we can define an action of G1 on G2 as follows. Let gl ~ G1 and g2 ~ (32. 
Then define 
g~=x~l g2x2 where x2~a(gl((G1)). 
Note that this definition does not depend on the choice of x2 in a(gl((G1)) and 
gives indeed an action of groups. Now we can form the semidirect product F= 
{(gl,g2):gi ~ Gi, i= 1, 2} of G1 and G2, where multiplication is defined by 
(gl, g2)" (hl,h2)=(glhl,ghlh2) 
for all gi, hi ~ Gi, i = 1, 2. Now put 
E = { (a -l, ]~(a)) : a e Y2(GI) }. 
We claim that E is a normal subgroup of F. First let a,b~y2(Gl). By 3.8(a) we 
have fl(a) ~ a(a((Gl)). So 
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(b-1, fl(b)) " (a -l, fl(a)) = (b -1 a -l, fl(b)a-l fl(a)) 
= ((ab)- l, fl(a)fl(b)fl(a- l )fl(a)) 
= ((ab)-l, fl(ab)) ~ E. 
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Also (a -1, fl(a)) -1 = (a, fl(a-l)). Hence E is a subgroup of F. Second let gl e GI and 
choose x2 e t~(gl((Gl)). By 3.8(b) we have fl(a gl) =fl(a) x2. So 
(gi -1, 1)(a -1, fl(a))(g I , 1 )=(g~la- lg l ,  fl(a) g' ) 
= ((gl lagl)  -1, fl(a) x2 ) = ((gl lagl)  -1, f l (gl  I agl)). 
Hence G~ = {(gl, 1)" gj e G1 } normalizes E. Now let g2 6 G2. Then 
( 1, g21 )(a-1, fl(a))(1, g2) = (a-1, (g21 )a-'fl(Cl)g2) 
= (a-1, fl(a)g2 lfl(a-l )fl(a)g2) = (a-1, fl(a)). 
Hence G2= {(1,gE):gEe G2} centralizes E. This proves the above claim. Now put 
G-  F /E  and let the maps f/" Gi-~ G be defined by 
f l (g l )=(g l ,  1)E and fE(g2)=(1,gE)E 
for all gi e Gi, i = 1, 2. Then f l  and f2 are clearly homomorphisms. If gl E G 1 and 
(gl, 1)eE,  say (gl, 1)= (a -1, fl(a)) for some a e ),2(GI), then, as fl is an isomorphism, 
we get a = 1 and hence gl = 1. So f l  is injective. A similar argument shows that f2 
is injective. The groups Hi=f i [Gi ]  , i= 1,2, are the desired subgroups of G, for we 
shall show that GTG i, i= 1,2. Now there is a map f : F~G1/ ( (G1)  defined by 
f((gl, g2)) = gl ((G1)" t~-l(g 2 ((G2)) 
for all (gl,g2)EF. It is straightforward to show that f is a surjective homomor- 
phism with kernel Z = { (gl, g2) e F : a(gl ((Gl)) = g21 ((G2)}. 
Our next claim is that for all gl e G1 and h 2 E G 2 we have 
(*) [Z , (g I ,1 ) I<E and [Z,(1,h2)]=l. 
For let (zl, z2) ~ Z, so z2 ~ a(z~l((Gl))  and hence Zl 1 acts trivial on z2. Let gl e G1 
and choose g2 E a(gl((Gl)) .  Then 
[(Zl, Z2), (gl, 1)1 = 
By definition fl([Zl, gl ]) = [z2 l, g2]- 
Then 
(Zl, Z2)-l(gl, 1)-l(Zl, Z2)(gl, 1) 
(Zf 1, (Z21 )z~-~ )(g1-1, 1)(Zlgl, Z2 g' ) 
(Zl 1' Z21 )(gllzl gl' Zgl) 
([Zl, gl ], (Z21 )g?~z,g~zg,) 
([Zl , gl ], [Z21, g2] - l ). 
We conclude that [Z, (gl, 1)]_<E. Let h E e G 2. 
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[(Zl, Z2), (1, h2) ] = (zi-1, Z~I )(1, h21 )(zl, z2)(1, h2) 
= (zi -1, z21h21 )(Zl, z2h2) 
= (1, (z~l h~l )Zlz2h2) = (1,1). 
We conclude that [Z, (1, h2) ] = 1. This proves the above claim. 
Also observe that E<_Z. From (.) it follows that Z/E<_((G). In fact we have 
equality here. For suppose conversely that (Ul,U2)EE((G). Then in particular 
[(Ul, U2) , (1, h2) ] ~E for all h 2 e G 2. Choose X 2 e a(Ul( (Gl) ) .  Then 
(Ul, U2)-I(1, h2)-I (ul, u2)(1, h2 ) = (Ul 1, (u~-I)ui-' )(1, h21 )(ul, u2h2) 
m (Ul l, (U~ "1 )"r 'hf  I )(Ul , u2h2 )
= (1, u~ 1 (h~" l )u, u2 h2 )
-(1, [X2U2, h2] ) 6 E. 
Hence [x2u2, h2] = 1 for all h2 ~ G2. So x2u2 ~ ((G2) and hence u~l((G2) =x2~(G2) =
a(ul ~(Gl)). Apparently (Ul, u2) e Z. So ~(G) = Z/E. 
Finally we claim that G=HI~(G)=H2((G). For let (gl,g2)eF and choose 
h I ~ a-l(g2~(G2)) and h2 ~ a(gl~(Gl)). Then 
(**) (gl,g2)=(gl,h21)(1,h2g2)=(glhl, 1)(h~l, g2). 
And clearly (gl ,h~l)~Z and (h~l, g2)eZ. Now reducing the equalities in (**) 
modulo E yields the above claim. Hence H1 T GyH2 by 3.5(a). 
This completes the proof of 4.2. 
4.3. Remark. In case of finite groups Gl and G2 in 4.2, the group G is also finite 
and has order IGI=IG,: '2(GI)I" IG21=IG,  I • IG2:Y2(G2)I. 
5. Induced isocl inisms 
In this section we prove that an n-isoclinism between two groups implies certain 
isoclinisms between their upper central factor groups and lower commutator 
subgroups. In fact, if Gl and G2 are groups with Gl ~-G2, then for every i___0 and 
j>_0 there exist k>_0 and/>_0, depending on n and i, respectively on n and j, such 
that G1/(i(Gl) "~ G2/(i(G2) and yj+ 1 (GI) 7 YJ+ I(G2)" 
5.1. Lemma. Let G be a group, N<_G and n>O. Let i~ {0,...,n}. Suppose that 
NNyn+I(G)= 1. Then 
Proof .  Let ie{0,. . . ,n} be fixed. Write ( i (G/N)=M/N,  so that M<_G and 
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M > _ (i(G)N. Hence M/fi(G) ~- G/(i(G). We claim that it is sufficient o prove that 
M Cl Yn+1-i(G) <-(i(G). 
For this is equivalent to 
(M/(i(G))rlyn+ l_i(G/(i(G))= 1 
by Dedekind's Modular Law (cf. [14, 1.3.14]) and 2. l(b). Hence 3.5(b) implies that 
G/(i(G) n~_i (G/(i(G))/(M/(~(G)). 
Observe now that 
(G/(i(G))/(M/(i(G )) = G/M= (G/N)/(M/N) = (G/N)/(~(G/N) 
and we get exactly what we want to prove. 
So let gEMNyn+l_i(G ) and x1, . . . ,x i~G arbitrary. Then, as M/N=(i (G/N) ,  
we have [g, x l , . . . ,x i ]eN.  Also, as geYn+l-i(G), we have [g, xl]EYn+Z_i(G ) and 
hence [g, xi,x2]EYn+3_i(G) and by induction [g, xl,...,xi]~Y,,+l(G). Since 
NIq ~,,, + 1 (G) = 1, we find [g, xl,. . . ,  xi] = 1. We conclude that g ~ (i(G). This proves 
5.1. 
5.2. Theorem. Let G 1 and G2 be groups and n >_ O. Suppose that Gl ~ G2. Then for 
all ie  {0,...,n}: 
GI/(i(G1) n"S_i G2/(i(G2). 
Proof. By the Bioch-Weichsel theorem 4.1 there exists a group G containing 
normal subgroups N 1 and N 2 such that Gj = G/Nj and G7 Gj, j = 1, 2. In fact the 
proof of 4.1 entails that/Vjtqy,+I(G)= 1, j=  1,2. Now applying 5.1 twice we get 
for all i e {0, ... ,n}: G/(i(G) n's-i (G/Nj)/(i(G/Nj)= Gj/(i(Gj), j=  1,2. This proves 
5.2. 
5.3. Remark. The isoclinism between GI/(i(G1) and G2/(i(G2) in 5.2 is the best 
possible. For let G 1 be a finite nilpotent group of class n (for example the dihedral 
group of order 2n+1). Put G2--G1 × G1. Then clearly we have G 1 -G  2 -  1. Now 
/1 /1 
suppose that GI/(i(GI)-~GE/(i(G2) for some j_>0. Now by 2.1(f) we have 
( i(G2) = ( / (G I )  × ( i (G I )  , whence GI/(i(G1) × GI/( i (GI)  = GE/(i(G2). With 2. l(d) it 
follows that Gl/(i+j(Gl) = 1, that is G 1 =(i+j(G1). Hence j>_n-i .  
We will now dualize 5.2. If x is a real number, we denote by rx7 (ceiling of  x) 
the smallest integer not smaller than x. 
5.4. Lemma. Let G be a group, N~_ G and n >_ O. Let i ~ {0,..., n}. Suppose that 
NNYn+I(G)=I. Then 
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1 (G/N) .  
Proof. Let iE{0, . . . ,n} be f'Lxed. Put j=[ (n - i ) / ( i+ l ) ] .  Thus j>_0. Now 
Fi+ I(G/N) = 7i+ I (G)N/N= }'i+ I(G)/(NNTi+ l(G)). Write M=NN~i+ I(G), so that 
M<-yi+I(G). We claim that it is sufficient o prove that 
MN ),j+ l(}'i+ I(G)) = 1. 
Indeed, this yields by 3.5(b) that 
Yi+ 1(G) 7 Yi+ 1(G/N) 
and we get exactly what we want to prove. 
Observe that M t3 yj + l (Yi + 1 (G)) = N N yj + 1 (Yi + l (G)). Now by 2.1 (a) 
~j+ 1(~i+ I(G)) ----- ~(j+ 1)<i+ I)(G) • 
As (j+ 1)(i+ 1)>_n+ 1, it follows that 
~j+ 1(~i+ I(G)) -~< ~n+ I(G) • 
Hence MCI },j+ l(}'i+ I(G))-<NCI 3'n + I(G) = 1. This proves 5.4. 
5.5. Theorem. Let Gl and G2 be groups and n >_ O. Suppose that Gl ~ G2. Then for 
all i~ {0,... ,n}: 
Proof. Completely analogous to the proof of  5.2. 
5.6. Remark. The isoclinism between Yi+l(Gl) and YI+I(G2) in 5.5 is the best 
possible. For let G1 be the group of all (n + 1) x (n + 1) upper unitriangular matrices 
over a finite field D=. Then GI is a Sylow subgroup of GL(n + 1, F) and is of class n. 
By [8, III, Satz 16.3(b)] we have for all k,l>_ 1 that [Yk(GI), Yl(G1)] =Yk+l(G1). And 
this implies yk(Yl(G1))= Ykl(Gl) for al k,l>_ 1. Now put G2 = Gl x Gl. Then clearly 
GI ~-- G2 ~. 1. Now suppose that Yi+ 1(G1) 7" ~i+ 1 (G2) for some j _> 0. Now by 2.1 (c) 
we have }'i+ 1(G2) = }'i+ l(Gl) × Yi+ l(Gl). ~t follows that yj+ 1(}'i+ l(Gl)) = 1, that is 
Y(j+ 1)(i+ l)(G1) = 1. Hence ( j  + 1)(i + 1) >_ n + 1, so j >_ (n + 1)/(i + 1) - 1 = (n - i)/(i + 1). 
5.7. Corollary. Let G be a finite group, H<_ G such that G = H(n(G ). Then for all 
{0,...,n}: 
I n - i  
yi+l(G)=~i+l(H)(j(~i+l(G)), with j=  T~ " 
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Proof. This follows immediately from 3.5(a) and 5.5. 
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6. Construction of stemgroups 
In case of 1-isoclinism Hall showed that in every family there exist groups S with 
the property that ((S)_< ?2(S). These groups are called stemgroups. In the case of 
finite groups the stemgroups in a given family are characterized by the fact that they 
are just the groups of smallest order in that family. They play an essential role in 
classification problems (see [5] and also [10]). The paper [4] uses the stemgroups in 
the proof of the theorem, that monomiality is a family invariant. 
In this section we define an analog to the stemgroups in the n-isoclinic case and 
we characterize these stemgroups inside an n-isoclinism class in an important special 
case. 
6.1. Lemma. Let G be a group and n >_ 1. Then there exists a group T such that 
(a) G n T, and 
(b) ( (T )ny , (T )<r ,+ l (T ) .  
Additionally 
(c) ~'n(T) is finite, in case yn(G/((G)) is finite. 
(d) T is finitely generated, in case G is finitely generated. 
Proof. Let F be an absolutely free group such that F/R = G for some R ~_ F. Put 
F=F/(Rn),n+I(F)  ). Then by 3.5(b) we have GnF .  The group (((P)A?n(P)) /  
(((/~)nyn+l(P)) is isomorphic to a subgroup of yn(F)/)'n+1(F). Indeed we have 
and 
(¢(P) n r .  (P))/(C(P) n y. + ~(#)) = (¢(P) n r . (P))r .  + ~ (P) / r .  + ,(P) 
(((P) n y.(P))y. + I(P)--: y.(P) 
and by 2.1(b), )'n(F)/)'n+I(P)-'yn(F)/)'n+I(F ). 
Following a theorem of Witt (cf. [9, VIII, Theorem ll.15(a)]), yn(F)/?n+l(F ) 
is a free abelian group. It follows from [14, 4.2.3] that also (~(P)f'Iyn(P))/ 
(~(P)n y,, +l(P)) is a free abelian group. Hence, by a theorem of MacLane (cf. [14, 
4.2.4 and 4.2.51), ( (P )nyn(P)  splits over (G)ny.+ l(ff). Hence 
with 
((P) n y . (p)  = (¢(p) n ~. + , G) )s  
SN( (F )A  ~n+l(F)  = 1 
for some subgroup S of ((/¢) n Yn (F). As S--- ((F), we have S _< P and S O Yn + 1 ( /~)  -~- 
1. Hence, if we put T=F/S,  then by 3.5(b) we have G-F -T .  We claim that T 
n n 
satisfies the properties mentioned in the theorem. Now (a) has already been proved. 
So let 8e((F /S)N~n(P/S)=(see 2.1(b)) ( ( f f /s)n(yn(P) /S) .  So we assume a 
fortiori that xe  y~(P) and [g, x] e S for all geff.  Then [g, x] e SN Yn+ l(p) = 1 for all 
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geP .  So in fact x~(P) .  Hence whence 
£ ~ ?n + ~ (F/S). This proves (b). 
Now suppose that ?n(G/((G)) is finite. Consider the following diagram. 
o o o o 
Then by 2. l(b) we have 
As GnF ,  we have by 5.2, GI((G)-_ IP I ( (P ). It follows that ~,n(P/((P))= 
~'n(G/((G)) and this is a finite group. 
Moreover (((P)t'I~,n(P))/S is isomorphic to a subgroup of ~'n+l(G). Namely 
n ((P) n y. + I (P) 
and, as G-F, t l  
~.+ ~(t~)--- V.+l(P). 
But by MacDonald's theorem 2.9 the group ~'n+l(G) is finite. As Yn(T)- 
~'n(P/s) = Yn(P)/S, we conclude )'n(T) is finite, proving (c). 
Finally (d) follows from the fact that if G is finitely generated, F can be chosen 
to be finitely generated also. And hence T, as a quotient of F, is finitely generated. 
This proves 6.1 completely. 
6.2. Theorem. Let ~ be an n-isoclinism class of  groups. Let T~ ~ with Yn(T) 
finite. Then the following are equivalent. 
(a) ((T)NYn(T)_< Yn+~(T)" 
(b) ly.(T)I=min{i~.(G)l :G~'}. 
Proof. (a)=(b). Let G~¢¢ with Yn(G) finite. Now G~T,  so by 5.2 we have 
G/((G) n-'-I T/((T). Hence yn(G/¢(G)) = Yn(T/((T)). It follows that 
(.) I n(O)l = • I~.(T)I. I~(T)n~.fr)l 
As ~(T)ny~(T)<),n+l(T), we have ~(T)t'lyn(T)=((T)n~,~+l(T ). Further, by 
3.12(b), ~(T) I') Yn + 1 (T) = ~(G) N Yn + l(G). Therefore 
I ~(T)n y . (T) I -  I((T)n ~.+,(T)l 
= I((G)n y.+,(G)I-< ]((G) n ~.(G) I. 
From (.) we now get ly,(T)I_<l~,,(G)l. 
(b)=(a). Suppose Te~' with lyn(T) I minimal and finite. As Yn(T/((T))= 
Yn(T)/(((T)N Yn(T)), we have Yn(T/((T)) is finite. So by 6.1 there exists a group 
St  ~' with ~,,,(S) finite and ((S)Nyn(S)<_yn+l(S). As in the proof of (a)~(b), we 
have 
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(**) 
I((T)n)'.(T)I 
l y . ( z ) l  = • 1)'/7(8)1 I((S)O)'.+l(s)l 
t~(r)nr.(T)l 
= • I ) ' /7(s) l .  I((T)ny.+~(T)I 
Now by the minimality of I)'.(T)] we must have I)'n(T)l ~ I)'n(s)l. So from (**) it 
follows that I((T)n)'/7(T)I=I((T)n)'n+I(T)I. Since )'/7(T) is a finite group, this 
yields ((T) n )'n (T) = ((T) tq )'n + l (T). This is clearly equivalent to ((T) n ),/7 (T) _ 
Yn÷ I(T) • This proves 6.2. 
We come now to the main results of this section. 
6.3. Theorem. Let G be a finitely generated group and n >_ 1. Suppose that )'/7 + l (G) 
is finite. Then there exists a group S such that 
(a) G-  S. 17 
(b) ((S) <:)'n+ l(S) • 
(c) S is finite. 
Any group S satisfying (a), (b) and (c) has the property that for  any group H with 
H~S, I)'/7(S)l-< I)'.(H)[. 
Proof. In order to prove (a), (b) and (c) at one stroke, we use induction on n. If 
n = 1, then the assertion is true by 2.10, 6.1 and 6.2. Now let G be finitely generated 
with )'n+l(G) finite. By 2.10, )'n(G/((G)) is finite and 6.1 applies. Hence we can 
find a group T with 
(1) G7  T, 
(2) ((T)t'))'n(T)<_ )'n+ l(T), 
(3))'/7(T) is finite, 
(4) T is finitely generated. 
Hence by the induction hypothesis there exists a finite group S with 
(5) T/7-S_ 1 S, 
(6)  ~(s )___ ) ' /7 (s ) .  
Now by 6.2 and (1), (2) and (3) above we have that )'/7(T) is of minimal order with 
respect o the n-isoclinism class of G. By (1) and (5) above we have G-S  and 
/7 
)'n(S)=)'/7(T). So again by 6.2 it follows that 
(7) ~(S) ['~ ) 'n(S) <_~ )'n + l (S )  - 
Hence (6) and (7) yield ((S)_<)'n + l (S )  • Finally 6.2 proves the last statement of the 
theorem. This completes the proof of 6.3. 
6.4. Definition. Let n_  1. A group S is called an n-stemgroup if it satisfies 
( (S )  ~ )'n + 1 (S ) .  
We have the following characterization. 
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6.5. Theorem. Let, for n >_ 1, ~ be an n-isoclinism class of  groups, such that ~ con- 
tains at least one finitely generated group G with Yn+l(G) finite. Then the n- 
stemgroups of  ~ are precisely those elements S of  ~ for which 
(a) ~(S)< 7'n(S), and 
(b) yn(S) is finite and I  (s)l =min{]yn(G)l :Ge ~}. 
Proof. First, let U be an n-stemgroup in ~. As Yn+l(U)--)'n+l(G), we have that 
Yn+l(U) is finite and so ~(U) is finite. By 6.3 there exists a finite n-stemgroup S in 
~. By 5.2, U/~(U)n--l S/~(S), whence 3'n(U/~(U)), being isomorphic to 3'n(S/~(S)), 
is a finite group. Since moreover Yn(U)>yn+l(U)>-~(U), we see that 7'n(U) itself 
is finite. Now apply 6.2 on U and (a) and (b) follow. 
Conversely, let S e ~ with ~(S)<-Yn(S) and with y#(S) finite and of minimal 
order with respect o ~. By 6.2 we have ~(S)N3,n(S)<-~'n+I(S). Now ~(S)N3'n(S)= 
~(S). Hence S is an n-stemgroup. This proves 6.5. 
7. Subgroup and quotient group reduction 
In this section we extend some results of S.C. King (see [12] and also [1]). If a 
group G is finite, then the next definition tells us precisely when G has a subgroup 
or a factor group n-isoclinic to G. In this section n will be non-zero. 
7.1. Definition. A group G containing no proper subgroup H satisfying 
G= H(n(G) is called subgroup irreducible with respect o n-isoclinism. 
A group G containing non non-trivial normal subgroup N satisfying 
N N Yn+ l(G)= 1 is called quotient irreducible with respect o n-isoclinism. 
7.2. Proposition. The n-stemgroups are quotient irreducible with respect to n- 
isoclinism. 
Proof. Let S be an n-stemgroup so that ((S)-<yn+I(S). Suppose T<_S with 
TN3,n+I(S)=I. By 2.5(b)we have T<<-(n(S). However TN((S)<Tt3Yn+1(S), 
hence TN((S)= 1. It follows from 2.3(b) that TN(n(S)= 1. We conclude that 
T= 1. This proves 7.2. 
7.3. Proposition. Let G be a group satisfying (n(G)<-yn+l(G). Then G is both 
subgroup and quotient irreducible with respect o n-isoclinism. 
Proof. The quotient irreducibility of G follows from 7.2. So assume G=H~n(G) 
for some H_< G. By 2.4(a) we have Yn + 1 (G) = 3'n + 1 (H). Hence ~n(G) < Yn + l (H) <_ H. 
We conclude that G=H. This proves 7.3. 
7.4. Theorem. Ira group G is subgroup irreducible with respect o n-isoclinism, then 
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~n(G)<~(G). 
The converse holds if ~n(G)/(~(G)Ny~+ I(G)) is finitely generated. 
Proof. First assume that G is subgroup irreducible. Let M be ~ maximal subgroup 
of G. Clearly M(,(G)CG. Hence (n(G)<M. We conclude that (n(G)<_ ~(G). 
Conversely assume that (n(G)/((n(G)f'lyn+l(G)) is finitely generated and 
(n (G) -< ¢~(G). Let H< G with G = H(n (G). Now there exist Xl, ..., xt e ~n (G) (t > 1) 
with (n(G)=(Xl,...,xt)" ((n(G)f'lYn+l(G)). By 2.4(c) we have Yn+I(G)N(n(G)= 
yn+I(H)A(n(H). Now Xl , . . . , x t~(G) .  Hence combining these results we get, 
using [14, 5.2.12], 
G= H~n(G) = H(xl, ..., xt)(~n(G)N Yn+ I(G)) 
= H((n(H)f"ly.+ I(H)) = H. 
Hence G is subgroup irreducible. This proves 7.4. 
7.5. Theorem. A group G is quotient irreducible with respect o n-isoclinism if and 
only if the socle of G is contained in Yn + 1 (G) and ~(G)/(~(G) f'lYn + 1 (G)) is a tor- 
sion group. 
Proof. First assume that G is quotient irreducible. Let M be a non-trivial minimal 
normal subgroup of G. Clearly M CI Yn +l(G)~ 1. Hence M<_ Yn + l(G). We conclude 
that the socle of G is contained in Yn+l(G). 
Now let g ~ ((G)/(((G) f3 Yn + l(G)) with X~ i. Put N= (x>. Then N< ((G) and 
hence N<_ G. Also N,D 1. So NN Yn ÷ 1 (G) ~ 1, as G is quotient irreducible. Hence 
for some k>0 we must have X~EYn+l(G). Then it follows that the order of 
divides k and hence ~ is a torsion element. 
Suppose now conversely that the socle of G is contained in Yn+l(G) and that 
~(G)/(~(G) N y~ + l (G)) is a torsion group. Let 1 C N <_ G with NN Yn + 1 (G) = 1. By 
2.5(b) we have N<~n(G). Now put M=NN~(G).  Then we claim that MS 1. For, 
if M= 1, then by 2.3(b) it follows that N= 1, a contradiction. As MNYn+I(G)= 1, 
we have 
M=M(((G)ny,+ ~(G))/(~(G)ny,+ ~(G)), 
whence M can be embedded in ¢(G)/(~(G)Nyn+I(G)). So M is a torsion 
group. Now choose xeM,  x=# 1, with x of minimal order. Then (x) is a minimal 
normal subgroup of G. Hence it follows that (x )<~n+l (G) .  This contradicts 
MN yn + I(G)= 1. We conclude that G is quotient irreducible. This proves 715. 
7.6. Theorem. Let G be a group. Then there exists a normal subgroup N of G such 
that G ~ G/N and such that G/N is quotient irreducible with respect o n-isoclinism. 
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Proof. Let ~/= {N:N~_ G and Nnyn+ ,(G)-- 1}. Then J / i s  non-void as the trivial 
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group belongs to ~'. Now define a partial ordering on J¢/by inclusion. Now if 
{Na}aeI is a chain, then clearly ~{N,~:aeI} is an upper bound. So by Zorn's 
lemma we can find a maximal Nef f .  As NN),n+I(G)= 1, it follows from 3.5(b) 
that G-  G/N. 
n 
Now suppose that M/N<_G/N with M/NN)'n+I(G/N)=I. By 2.1Co) and 
Dedekind's Modular Law it follows that MCI 7n+ I(G)-<N. Since NN),n+ l (G) = 1, 
it follows that Me ~/. As N<_M, we have by the maximality of Nthat  M=N. hence 
M/N= 1. We conclude that G/N is quotient irreducible with respect o n-isoclinism. 
This proves 7.6. 
The next result characterizes which groups are n-isoclinic to finite groups. 
7.7. Theorem. Let G be a group. The following properties are equivalent. 
(a) G is n-isoclinic to a finite group. 
(b) G/~n(G) is finite. 
(c) G is n-isoclinic to a finite section of itself. 
Proof .  The implications (c)= (b), (c)~ (a) and (a)=~ (b) are trivial. So let us prove 
the implication (b)= (c). Assume that G/(n(G) is finite. Then there exists a finitely 
generated subgroup H of G with G=H(n(G). Hence by 3.5(a) we have G-H.  In 
n 
particular H/(n(H) is finite, so by [8, I, Satz 19.10] (n(H) is again finitely 
generated. Moreover by Baer's theorem 2.7, )'n+ I(H) is finite. Now (n(H) is a nil- 
potent finitely generated group and is therefore almost torsion-free (cf. [11, 
Theorem 17.2.2]). That is, there exists a normal subgroup N of (n(H) which is 
torsion-free and such that [(n(H):N[ is finite. Hence it follows that IH:NI is 
finite. Now put M=coreH(N). Then M<_H and M is torsion-free. Moreover it 
follows from Poincar6's lemma that H/M is a finite group. Now Yn + l (H) is a finite 
group, so we must have MNYn+1(H)=I. Hence by 3.5(b) we have H-H/M,  
n 
whence G-H/M.  This proves 7.7. 
n 
We draw some conclusions from 7.7. 
7.8. Lemma. Let G be a finite group such that G/~n(G) is a ;r-group. Then there 
exists a subgroup H of G such that G-H  and such that H is a n-group. 
n 
Proof .  As ~n(G) is nilpotent, we can write (n(G)=A ×B, with A a ~z-group and B 
a ~z'-group. Observe that [G:B[ is a n-number. Also B charOn(G) and 
~n(G) char G so that B is a normal Hall n'-subgroup of G. Hence by a theorem of 
Schur and Zassenhaus (cf. [8, I, Hauptsatz 18.1]) B can be complemented in G, say 
G=HB, HNB= 1 As B<-(n(G), it follows that G=H~n(G), so G-H by 3.5(a). 
Moreover we have G/B=H, so H is a 1r-group. This completes the proof of 7.8. 
7.9. Corollary. Let G be a group such that G/(n(G) is a finite 7t-group. Then there 
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exists a finite ~z-group H with G-H.  In particular Yn +1(G) is a finite 7t-group. 
n 
Proof. This is immediate from 7.7 and 7.8. 
7.10. Corollary. Let G be a finite group. Suppose that G is subgroup irreducible 
with respect o n-isoclinism and that G/(n(G) is a n-group. Then G is a 7t-group. 
Proof. In the proof of 7.8 we must have G=H, so B= 1. Hence (n(G) is a ~z-group 
and 7.10 follows. Note that a different proof can be given with the aid of 7.4. 
Namely G/~(G) is a zt-group and this implies that G is a ~z-group. This proves 7.10. 
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